Frame tents are self supporting structures and have aluminum framing. The advantage to this style of tent is that it can be placed directly against other structures like houses, garages, large buildings or other tents. Frame tents do not require as many stakes for support as pole tents do, which makes them ideal for decks, driveways and walkways.
20x40 FRAME

HEAD TABLE FOR 8
6-60” ROUNDS TO SEAT 48

8-60” ROUNDS TO SEAT 64

HEAD TABLE FOR 8
8-8’ BANQUETS TO SEAT 64

CEREMONY FOR 100 GUESTS
30x45 FRAME

HEAD TABLE FOR 12
14-8’ BANQUETS TO SEAT 112

HEAD TABLE FOR 8
9-5’ SQUARE TABLES TO SEAT 72
12x12 DANCE FLOOR

HEAD TABLE FOR 8
9-60” ROUNDS TO SEAT 72
12x12 DANCE FLOOR

CEREMONY FOR 168 GUESTS
20-8' BANQUETS TO SEAT 160
HEAD TABLE FOR 8
12x16 DANCE FLOOR

12-72" ROUNDS TO SEAT 120
HEAD TABLE FOR 12
12x16 DANCE FLOOR

18-60" ROUNDS TO SEAT 144
HEAD TABLE FOR 8
12x16 DANCE FLOOR
30x90 FRAME

22-8' BANQUET TABLES TO SEAT 176
HEAD TABLE FOR 12
16x16 DANCE FLOOR

16-72" ROUNDS TO SEAT 160
HEAD TABLE FOR 12
16x16 DANCE FLOOR

21-60" ROUNDS TO SEAT 168
HEAD TABLE FOR 12
12x20 DANCE FLOOR
40x40 FRAME

12-60" SQUARES TO SEAT96
HEAD TABLE FOR 8
12x16 DANCE FLOOR

12-60" ROUNDS TO SEAT96
HEAD TABLE FOR 8
12x16 DANCE FLOOR

14-8' BANQUETS TO SEAT112
HEAD TABLE FOR 8
12x16 DANCE FLOOR
40x55 FRAME

14-60” SQUARES TO SEAT 112
HEAD TABLE FOR 8
12x16 DANCE FLOOR

18-8’ TABLES TO SEAT 144
HEAD TABLE FOR 8
12x16 DANCE FLOOR

15-60” ROUNDS TO SEAT 120
HEAD TABLE FOR 8
12x16 DANCE FLOOR
22 8’ TABLES TO SEAT 176
HEAD TABLE FOR 12
16x16 DANCE FLOOR

15 72” ROUNDS TO SEAT 150
HEAD TABLE FOR 12
16x16 DANCE FLOOR

18 60” ROUNDS TO SEAT 144
HEAD TABLE FOR 12
16x16 DANCE FLOOR

18 60” SQUARES TO SEAT 144
HEAD TABLE FOR 12
16x16 DANCE FLOOR
40x100 FRAME TENT

28-60" SQUARES TO SEAT 224
HEAD TABLE FOR 12
16x16 DANCE FLOOR

28-60" ROUNDS TO SEAT 224
HEAD TABLE FOR 12
16x16 DANCE FLOOR

36-8’ BANQUETS TO SEAT 288 HEAD
HEAD TABLE FOR 12
16x16 DANCE FLOOR

22-72" ROUNDS TO SEAT 220
HEAD TABLE FOR 8, SWEETHEART TABLE
16x20 DANCE FLOOR
40x115 FRAME TENT

29-60" ROUNDS TO SEAT 232
HEAD TABLE FOR 16
20x20 DANCE FLOOR

38-8' BANQUETS TO SEAT 304
HEAD TABLE FOR 12
20x20 DANCE FLOOR
40x130 FRAME TENT

46-8' BANQUETS TO SEAT 368
HEAD TABLE FOR 16
20x20 DANCE FLOOR

35-60" ROUNDS TO SEAT 280
HEAD TABLE FOR 16
20x20 DANCE FLOOR
Pole tents are very elegant looking with their swooped tension top. This type of tent requires the use of central poles to support the overhead tent material. Stability for this structure is derived from ropes that attach to the perimeter of the tent and extend from the exterior poles to their corresponding metal stake. The ropes and staking require about 5 feet of extra space around all four sides of the tent.
30x45 POLE TENT

12-60" SQUARES TO SEAT 96
HEAD TABLE FOR 8

6-72" ROUNDS TO SEAT 60
HEAD TABLE FOR 8
12x12 DANCE FLOOR

9-60" ROUNDS TO SEAT 72
HEAD TABLE FOR 8
12x12 DANCE FLOOR

14-8' BANQUETS TO SEAT 112
HEAD TABLE FOR 12
30x60 POLE TENT

14 - 8' TABLES TO SEAT 112
HEAD TABLE FOR 12
12x16 DANCE FLOOR

12 - 72" ROUNDS TO SEAT 120
12x12 DANCE FLOOR
SWEETHEART TABLE

12 - 60" SQUARE TABLES TO SEAT 96
HEAD TABLE FOR 12
12x12 DANCE FLOOR

12 - 60" ROUNDS TO SEAT 96
HEAD TABLE FOR 8
12x12 DANCE FLOOR
30x75 POLE TENT

22-8’ BANQUETS TO SEAT 176
HEAD TABLE FOR 8
12x16 DANCE FLOOR

16-60” SQUARE TABLES TO SEAT 128
HEAD TABLE FOR 8
12x16 DANCE FLOOR

16-60”rounds to seat 128
HEAD TABLE FOR 8
12x16 DANCE FLOOR

12-72” roundS TO SEAT 120
HEAD TABLE FOR 12
12x16 DANCE FLOOR
30x90 POLE TENT

26-8' BANQUETS TO SEAT 208
HEAD TABLE FOR 8
SWEETHEART TABLE
12x16 DANCE FLOOR

16-72" ROUNDS TO SEAT 160
HEAD TABLE FOR 12
12x20 DANCE FLOOR

20-60" ROUNDS TO SEAT 160
HEAD TABLE FOR 8
12x16 DANCE FLOOR
40x40 POLE TENT

12-60" SQUARE TABLES TO SEAT 96
HEAD TABLE FOR 8
12x12 DANCE FLOOR

11-60" TABLES TO SEAT 88
HEAD TABLE FOR 8
12x12 DANCE FLOOR

17-8’ TABLES TO SEAT 136
HEAD TABLE FOR 8
40x60 POLE TENT

18-60" SQUARES TO SEAT 144
HEAD TABLE FOR 8
12x16 DANCE FLOOR

20-8' TABLES TO SEAT 160
HEAD TABLE FOR 12
12x12 DANCE FLOOR

11-72" ROUNDS TO SEAT 110
HEAD TABLE FOR 8
12x16 DANCE FLOOR

18-60" ROUNDS TO SEAT 144
HEAD TABLE FOR 8
12x16 DANCE FLOOR
### 40x100 POLE TENT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>36 - 8' BANQUETS TO SEAT 288</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HEAD TABLE FOR 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16x16 DANCE FLOOR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>28 - 60” SQUARES TO SEAT 224</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HEAD TABLE FOR 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16x16 DANCE FLOOR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>22 - 72” ROUNDS TO SEAT 220</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HEAD TABLE FOR 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16x16 DANCE FLOOR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>30 - 60” ROUNDS TO SEAT 240</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HEAD TABLE FOR 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16x16 DANCE FLOOR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
40x120 POLE TENT

36-60” ROUNDS TO SEAT 288
HEAD TABLE FOR 12
16x20 DANCE FLOOR

26-72” ROUNDS TO SEAT 260
HEAD TABLE FOR 16
16x20 DANCE FLOOR

36-8’ BANQUETS TO SEAT 288
HEAD TABLE FOR 16
16x20 DANCE FLOOR
Our Tidewater Sailcloth tents are made of translucent sailcloth material which allows natural light to filter through during the day, and glows with lighting for evening events. Their natural wood perimeter and interior poles and rounded ends give your event a new style, as well as a hint of nautical flair which perfectly pairs with Maine’s beautiful scenery for any event!
32x30 SAILCLOTH TENT

6-60" ROUNDS TO SEAT 48

7-8' BANQUETS TO SEAT 56

5-60" SQUARES TO SEAT 40
8x8 DANCE FLOOR
32x50 SAILCLOTH TENT

7-60" ROUND TABLES TO SEAT 56
SWEETHEART TABLE
12x12 DANCE FLOOR

8-8' BANQUETS TO SEAT 64
SWEETHEART TABLE
12x12 DANCE FLOOR

7-60" SQUARE TABLES TO SEAT 56
SWEETHEART TABLE
12x12 DANCE FLOOR
32x70 SAILCLOTH TENT

11-60" SQUARES TO SEAT 88
   HEAD TABLE FOR 8
   12x16 DANCE FLOOR

12-60" ROUNDS TO SEAT 96
   HEAD TABLE FOR 8
   12x16 DANCE FLOOR

14-8’ TABLES TO SEAT 112
   HEAD TABLE FOR 8
   12x16 DANCE FLOOR
44x43 SAILCLOTH TENT

9-60" SQUARES TO SEAT 72
HEAD TABLE FOR 8
12x12 DANCE FLOOR

9-60" ROUNDS TO SEAT 72
HEAD TABLE FOR 8
12x12 DANCE FLOOR

11-8' TABLES TO SEAT 88
HEAD TABLE FOR 8
12x12 DANCE FLOOR
44x63 SAILCLOTH TENT

16-8’ BANQUETS TO SEAT 128
HEAD TABLE FOR 8
12x16 DANCE FLOOR

14-60” SQUARES TO SEAT 112
HEAD TABLE FOR 8
12x16 DANCE FLOOR

12-60” ROUNDS TO SEAT 120
HEAD TABLE FOR 8
12x16 DANCE FLOOR
44x83 SAILCLOTH TENT

17-60" ROUNDS TO SEAT 136
HEAD TABLE FOR 8
12x16 DANCE FLOOR

25-8' BANQUETS TO SEAT 200
HEAD TABLE FOR 8
12x16 DANCE FLOOR

15-60" SQUARES TO SEAT 120
HEAD TABLE FOR 8
12x16 DANCE FLOOR
44x103 SAILCLOTH TENT

24 - 60" SQUARES TO SEAT 192
HEAD TABLE FOR 16
16x20 DANCE FLOOR

26 - 60" TABLES TO SEAT 208
HEAD TABLE FOR 16
16x20 DANCE FLOOR

28 - 8' BANQUETS TO SEAT 224
HEAD TABLE FOR 8
16x16 DANCE FLOOR